SOLUTIONS

Connecting Health

Cut your healthcare
IT costs through
Application
Decommissioning

Problem:

Solution:

You are implementing
your next generation EHR,
either with an upgrade or
replacement, but you need
to continue to protect patient
information on your multiple
legacy clinical systems and
provide clinicians with access
to historical patient records.
Unfortunately the cost to
support and maintain these
systems continues to erode
your budget and ability to
invest in innovation and may
be degrading your patient care.

Using our proven approach to
large-scale data migration and
application decommissioning,
featuring XERA|Application
Decommissioning, you can
efficiently move silos of medical
records from multiple legacy
applications to a lower cost,
secure and scalable repository.
The legacy applications can

be “retired” and their related
software and hardware
maintenance costs eliminated.
Patient information will be easy
to access from a common user
interface that can accommodate
any format, while ensuring
that security and compliance
obligations are enforced.

View the “complete” patient record through our
unique and easy to use user interface
T
 hrough HIPAA - compliant audit and access controls,
secure patient records and reduce violations risks.
S
 ignificantly reduce ongoing maintenance, support and
operating costs, often with payback less than a year.
Shift

budget from supporting and maintaining legacy
applications to investing to improve health outcomes.

Despite enormous investments in EHRs,
clinicians continue to seek information
locked in legacy applications silos.
Hospital IT teams continue to maintain
those legacy applications and struggle
to deliver the needed information in the
context of the patient’s record.
We understand the concerns of many
healthcare organizations in embarking
on an EMR application decommissioning
initiative. But after over 500 successful
data migration engagements, involving
hundreds of terabytes of structured
and unstructured data from multiple
disparate systems, we are confident that
we can help you to quickly realize the
benefits of a streamlined application
portfolio that continues to fulfill all your
compliance needs.
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tailored to the hospital’s or
even the user’s needs
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Our solution for application decommissioning worked for the U.S.
banking industry. This same technology and services offering is
now available for healthcare.
Data migrated from more than 500 failed banks, making applications
ready-to-retire. Collaboratively developed data retention plans with
over 200 financial institutions.
Migrated data from over 5,000 individual applications including
transactional, archive, imaging, e-mail and enterprise content
management systems spanning multiple platforms, including
mainframes and AS-400 systems.
Securely host over 15 billion records and make data available to
authorized users via the web with full text search, retrieval, document
annotation, download, and printing capabilities.
Over 1.6 PB of core banking data and other banking records data
archived with no data lost.
Application assessment; requirements; data extraction/ verification;
data migration and quality control; central repository hosting in
private cloud; and user support and training.
Developed customized tools to extract, convert, and migrate data
from legacy systems, and manage user access and permissions and
optimize performance and storage utilization.

iCONECT HEALTHCARE is a leading provider of
Document and Data Management Solutions for
Enterprise Applications in Healthcare with technology
based on iCONECT’s market leading state-of-the-art
document review software and hosted solutions.
Founded in 1999, iCONECT has become one
of the world’s most recognizable and respected
providers of document review software with a
best-in-class reputation.

Lockheed Martin’s Information Systems & Global
Solutions delivers integrated information technology
solutions in transportation, energy, health and life
sciences, homeland security, and other markets. As
your prime contractor, we will ensure that we deliver
the application decommissioning solution that meets
all your needs.
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